
Report to: Licensing and Environmental Health Committee, 9th September 2019

Report of: Corporate Director - Homes and Communities

Subject: TASK AND FINISH GROUPS – 2019/2020

1. Recommendation

1.1 That Committee notes the decision taken by Environment Committee on 28th 
May 2019, to implement two Task and Finish Groups to cover the following 
topics: 

a) Development of a Worcester City Taxi Strategy, and
b) Review into the Deployment of Enforcement Resources  

2. Background & Information

2.1 In December 2016 Licensing and Environmental Health Committee approved a piece 
of work being carried out by officers in conjunction with Members to prepare a 
‘future plan’ for taxi licensing.

2.2 The minutes of this meeting suggest that the sort of topics to be covered by this 
piece of work included vehicle appearance and standards, driver training 
arrangements, introduction of “Fit and Proper” guidance, review of vehicle quantity 
restrictions, exploration of suitable taxi rank locations, hackney carriage fares, driver 
personal safety, CCTV in vehicles, access for people with disabilities, electric vehicles 
and safeguarding. 

2.3 To date limited progress has been made in developing this piece of work although 
more recently conversations between officers of the council and colleagues at 
Worcestershire Regulatory Services have resulted in agreement for a ‘Taxi Strategy’ 
concept being developed that now provides a good basis to move this project on.

2.4 It is considered beneficial for this piece of work to be formally supported by the 
establishment of a Task and Finish Group that it is proposed consists of nominated 
members from both the Environment Committee as the Committee with overarching 
oversight of Worcestershire Regulatory Services, and Licensing and Environmental 
Health Committee with specific responsibility for functions relating to the licensing of 
taxis. 

2.5 Furthermore at Environment Committee on 29th January 2019 it was agreed by that 
Committee to establish a Task and Finish Group, to include Members of the 
Environment Committee and Licensing and Environmental Health Committee, to 
work with the Corporate Director – Homes and Communities, in order to investigate 
the issues raised and work up proposals for how the Council (including WRS) could 
more effectively deploy enforcement resources where it is was required.



2.6 It is the intention of officers to consult with Chair and Vice Chairs of both 
Committees referred to in this report with a view to establishing both Task and Finish 
Groups in the forthcoming weeks. 

2.7 An information report would also be brought back to this Committee to update 
Members in respect of the agreed project scopes.

Ward(s): All
Contact Officer: Lloyd Griffiths (Corporate Director – Homes and 

Communities) Tel: 01905 722371
E-mail: Lloyd.griffiths@worcester.gov.uk

 Background Papers: None 
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